Taiwan Fellowship

The Taiwan Fellowship was established by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China (Taiwan) to encourage experts and scholars worldwide to conduct research at Taiwan’s universities or research institutions, thereby promoting international partnerships and mutual understanding.

Eligibility

1. Foreign professors, associate professors, assistant professors, post-doctoral researchers, doctoral candidates, or doctoral program students at related departments of overseas universities, or research fellows at an equivalent level in academic institutions abroad.
2. Field of research: Topics in the social sciences and humanities related to the Republic of China (Taiwan), cross-strait relations, mainland China, the Asia Pacific, and Sinology.

Awards

1. One direct round-trip economy-class ticket subsidized between the recipient’s country of residence and Taiwan. (With maximum subsidy limits.)
2. Monthly stipends:
   (1) Professors, associate professors, research fellows, and associate research fellows: NT$60,000
   (2) Assistant professors, assistant research fellows, post-doctoral researchers, doctoral candidates, and doctoral program students: NT$50,000
3. The minimum duration of a fellowship is three months, and the maximum one year.
4. Accident insurance of NT$1,000,000 is provided.

Application period is from May 1 to June 30
Online application: https://taiwanfellowship.ncl.edu.tw/eng/apply.aspx
For more detailed information, please visit the Taiwan Fellowship website: https://taiwanfellowship.ncl.edu.tw
or E-mail: twfellowship@ncl.edu.tw

The Center for Chinese Studies (CCS) at National Central Library is responsible for administering the Taiwan Fellowship.
For further information, please contact an R.O.C. (Taiwan) Embassy or Representative Office near you, or the Center for Chinese Studies, National Central Library, Taipei, Taiwan.

CCS Address: 20 Zhongshan S. Road, Taipei, Taiwan 100201, R.O.C.
Tel: +886-2-23147321  Fax: +886-2-23712126
Website: https://taiwanfellowship.ncl.edu.tw
E-mail: twfellowship@ncl.edu.tw

Taiwan Fellowship

中華民國外交部「臺灣獎助金」